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1. Abstract  
 
1.1. English version 

This capstone report talks about Tuteur.ma, which is a service solution that is available in               
most developed countries, but is still missing in a lot of developing countries including Morocco. The                
software solution is a platform that will enable tutors and clients to meet. The clients will be able to                   
book tutors through the website after browsing the different alternatives.This capstone is talking about              
the solution within the context of Morocco, but can be implemented in most arab countries with small                 
changes. Tuteur.ma is a simple solution that tries to implement only the necessary functionalities in               
order to complete the transactions and know objective information about the different tutors which is               
the reason why we took into consideration the reviews of the clients. This report goes through the                 
final decisions about the architecture and design of the software with small hints about the process and                 
the reasons for choosing the technology. This platform will not be able to operate efficiently without                
adopting an organizational structure, this structure is discussed in the operations feasibility but not in               
details. 
 
1.2. Version française 

Ce rapport de synthèse parle du site Tuteur.ma, qui représente une solution de service              
disponible dans la plupart des pays développés. Ceci dit, il n’existe toujours pas dans plusieurs pays,                
dont le Maroc. Cette solution logicielle est une plate-forme qui va faire en sorte que les tuteurs et les                   
clients se rencontrent. Le client pourra réserver des sessions avec différents tuteurs à travers le site                
après avoir cherché différentes alternatives. Cette synthèse aborde des solutions dans le contexte du              
Maroc, mais qui peut être une solution aussi pour tous les pays arabes avec des petits changements.                 
Tuteur.ma est une solution simple qui essaie de mettre en œuvre uniquement les fonctionnalités              
nécessaires afin de compléter les transactions et de connaître des informations objectives sur les              
différents tuteurs, raison pour laquelle nous avons pris en compte les avis des clients. Ce rapport passe                 
en revue les décisions finales concernant l'architecture et la conception du logiciel avec de petites               
indications sur le processus et les raisons du choix de la technologie. Cette plateforme ne pourra pas                 
fonctionner efficacement sans adopter une structure organisationnelle, cette dernière est mise en avant             
dans la faisabilité des opérations mais pas dans les détails. 
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2. List of Acronyms and Abbreviations  
 
HTTP:  Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
 
HTTPs: Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure 
 
SSL: Secure Socket Layer 
 
DNS: Domain Name System 
 
SPoF: Single Point of Failure 
 
Rest: Representational state transfer 
 
Restful: an application backend that uses Rest principles 
 
API: Application Programming Interface 
 
NoSQL: Not Only Structured Query Language 
 
NPM: Node Package Manager 
 
UI: User Interface 
 
DOM: Document Object Manager 
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3. Introduction  
Students in Morocco sometimes find difficulties while working on specific subjects that they             

believe are hard. For some of them, they use tutoring services to get over that hurdle. But the problem                   
is that it is very difficult to find a good tutor at an affordable price. For most people in the country,                     
when they want to find a tutor for a specific course, word of mouth is the most common method. And                    
Sometimes it is not a very good way to select a tutor for yourself or your child. The objective of                    
Tuteur.ma will be to solve this problem. We will try to achieve this objective through creating a                 
platform where tutors and clients will be able to meet. Clients will be able to browse tutors in their                   
area, look at their reviews, and book the one that matches their needs. We will try to build tuteur.ma’s                   
beta version before the end of the semester. This first version should include the following               
functionalities: Create accounts clients and tutors, and enable the fulfilment of the necessary             
transactions between the two parties. Tuteur.ma will have several implications in the different areas. It               
will open the door to the creation of decent jobs for students in Morocco and it will provide a source                    
of income for good students and thus promote academic excellence. The hiring process of tutors will                
use a positive discrimination methodology such that the students in underserved communities will             
have the priority in the tutoring jobs selection process. 
 

4. STEEPLE Analysis 
 

4.1. Social 
The platform will provide opportunity for students at universities to use their acquired              

knowledge in something productive while refreshing the concepts that they have acquired in the past.               
At the same time, the tutors will make extra pocket money. The income from the tutoring jobs will be                   
especially useful for students in difficult economic situations such that it might be the income needed                
in order to keep them at the university and achieve their dreams. The jobs will also be an introduction                   
to the professional life which will be a huge learning experience for them as well. And the revenue                  
that they will get will provide them with more motivation to continue on working hard and achieving                 
their goals. And potentially allow increased social mobility in the country. 

 
4.2. Technological 
Currently in Morocco, almost every household has at least one device that is connected to the                

internet whether it is a computer, a tablet or a smartphone. And the number of Moroccans who are                  
using online services and buying things online is growing exponentially every year. But still, a large                
number of the smart devices that are circulating in the country are considered outdated or slow                
compared to the current standards. That’s why in the implementation of our platform, we will take                
into consideration these hurdles in order to have the greatest penetration of the Moroccan Education               
Market. We will use the newest technologies and architectures for the development of the software               
and make the load on the client device as low as possible to make even the slower phones have a                    
seamless experience on our website. Since the Moroccan Technology Market is still in its early stages                
of development, we will be expecting to grow with it and also ride the international wave of Machine                  
Learning in order to enhance the user experience and understand our customers better. 
 

4.3. Economical  
Our platform will contribute to the growth of the part time job market in the country and                 

organize a field that used to operate mostly in the dark. Currently, most tutoring jobs are operating in                  
the black market and without paying taxes. Our platform provides an easier alternative for the clients                
and the revenues from the service will be taxed. The current prices of tutoring services are very high                  
due to the inefficiency of the market. That inefficiency is due to the lack of private tutoring options                  
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and the reliance on word of mouth to hire a tutor, which creates a dominance of few tutors over big                    
markets. And these tutors set their own prices. Our software will increase the efficiency of the market,                 
so that the good students can easily become tutors and compete in the market through a fair and                  
transparent platform while at the same time the clients will have control and view the different options                 
that they have and can book tutors a lot faster. The prices of tutoring in our platform will be cheaper                    
than the current prices which will allow a larger part of the population to access these tutoring                 
services. 
 

4.4. Environmental  
Online tutoring options for clients will help with the decrease in CO2 emissions that are used                

for transportation when the tutoring happens offline. This online alternative will also be a good               
solution for stopping the spread of pandemics like the actual COVID-19 situation. Our application, we               
will adopt online payment options which will encourage the cashless transactions in the country 
 

4.5. Political 
Since 2013, it is illegal for teachers to tutor their students on private tutoring sessions.               

Because it creates a conflict of interest between the teacher and the students who are not privately                 
tutored. This has created multiple problems in the Moroccan Educational System. With that, this              
practice is still happening in the country due to the lack of alternatives for the students and parents.                  
Tuteur.ma will provide an easier and faster alternative at an affordable price that will try to decrease                 
the adoption of such illegal services. 
 

4.6. Legal 
The tutors will be part-time contractors in the company. Tuteur.ma will comply with the              

Moroccan laws concerning this type of employment. On the other hand, Tuteur.ma will adopt the               
SARL legal status. We won’t have any legal implications on the country of operation. 
 

4.7. Ethical 
The soul purpose of this enterprise will be to provide value for tutors and the clients such that                  

it increases market efficiency in the field. And ethics of conduct will be respected in both the software                  
development and the business decisions. Our tutors will have to pass by a training of efficient tutoring                 
methods and ethical concerns in the field. 
 

5. Requirement Specifications 
 
5.1. Functional Requirements 
 
Guest User: Without an account a user shall 

○ Search and browse tutors by city, subject, etc. 
○ Create a new user account 
○ Apply for a tutoring job 
○ Login for a client or tutor account 

Client: For user with a client account, in additions to what a guest user can do, a client shall: 
○ Book a tutor 
○ Cancel a booking 
○ View personal information 
○ Change personal information 
○ View current bookings 
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○ View past bookings 
○ Write a review for the tutors that booked 

Tutor: A user with a tutor account that is active shall: 
○ View bookings that he has 
○ Confirm the bookings 
○ Cancel a session 
○ Write a comment on the client 

Admin: An admin user shall have access to the following functionalities 
○ View the activities of the tutors 
○ View the activities of the clients 
○ Can change the status of tutors 
○ Can change the status of clients 

 
 
5.2. Non-functional requirements 

 
The software shall conform to the Enterprise Level Application principles of Security, Extensibility,             
Security, Performance...etc. 

● Performance: the application shall be able to pass google lighthouse test with at least 80% 
● Scalability: the system shall keep the performance with increased loads at a reasonable cost 
● Security: 

○ Confidentiality and integrity of data traffic is a must 
○ The application should keep authenticity of the client and server 
○ Users can only access their own accounts and only view and modify the things that               

are needed by them 
○ The platform should have high availability and no single point of failure in the              

architecture 
● Extensibility: Adding new features to the platform shall come with only reasonable added             

complexity to the whole system 
● Usability: 

○ The application shall be mobile first and will adapt to the screen of the device 
○ The software shall be easy to use and follows intuitive design principles 
○ The application should adopt light client architecture such that even a low processing             

power phone can be able to access and use the web application with ease 
● Portability: The platform shall run on the most popular browsers on the net i.e: Google               

Chrome, Mozilla firefox, Safari and Opera. 
 

6. Feasibility study 
 
6.1. Technological  
 

In order to complete the development and operation of project to be fulfilled optimally, we               
need to have multiple technologies and human resources at our disposal: 

We need to acquire the domain name Tuteur.ma or a similar DNS where the name is relevant                 
to the project in order to make it easier for the clients to find our service online and at the same time                      
trust our platform more. This is important since having a free domain that is very hard to remember or                   
a subdomain of some free hosting website will display to the clients that the project is not serious and                   
hence they will not trust using our services. 
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Full Stack Web developers: We will need programmers who are able to create enterprise level               
applications that are secure, reliable, scalable and that have good performance. The developers should              
be specifically knowledgeable about web applications, how they operate and how to develop them              
using the best practices. It is also essential that they have worked on at least one similar web                  
application with multiple types of users and where the users make similar transactions in the platform.                
It is preferable to work with software developers who have experience working with the technologies               
and tools that will be used on Tuteur.ma 

Software Development tools: it is mandatory to use programming languages that are free,             
libraries, frameworks and text editors that limit redundancy and help the programmers adopt the best               
practices while at the same time give the developers the creative freedom to implement the software in                 
an efficient and enjoyable manner. The frameworks and libraries intend to make the life of the                
programmers a lot easier by creating functions that abstract the most used functions and speeds up the                 
development of both the front-end and the back-end. Examples of these tools that can be used: Text                 
editors like VSCode, Atom. Frameworks ex: ReactJs, Angular, ExpressJS, Django. Languages ex:            
Python, JavaScript, PHP, Java.  Libraries like: Bootstrap, Material-ui, Ant-d 

Package managers: In order to install and use the different languages and software libraries              
and frameworks we need to use package managers in order to make the process of adopting new tools                  
easier. The good thing is that there are a lot of free package managers that are available online which                   
can be used for free. The most popular is Node Package Manager (NPM) for JavaScript. 

Version Control Tools: GitHub is a very popular and free tool to keep track of the different                 
versions of the application and synchronize between a group of developers working on the same               
project. GitHub uses Git to keep track of the changes in all of the files in the project. 

Third party online payment services: In the next versions of the application we will need to                
implement online payments using third party services. Since our services will be available only in               
Morocco for the first phases. We can work with Maroc Telecommerce service by Le Centre               
Monetique Interbancaire. 

Servers for hosting the website: The value of Tuteur.ma will be the easy accessibility and               
efficiency of delivering our tutoring services. And this cannot be done without fast and reliable               
servers that will respond to the needs of the users in the platform. Hopefully there are a lot of                   
providers in the market for such technology including alternatives. We can either rent servers from               
hosting providers or we can use serverless technologies like Amazon Web Services (AWS) and              
Google Cloud Platform. 

SSL certificate: In order for our platform to be secure and use HTTPS instead of HTTP, it has                  
to have an SSL certificate. It used to be optional for websites to have an https communication with the                   
servers. But currently, most browsers make it very difficult to access non secure servers which can                
decrease the trust of the clients and discourage them from accessing our platform. The good thing is                 
that SSL certificates are very easy to acquire and there are a lot of available options at different prices. 

Custom email address for the website: Example of this is (no-reply@tuteur.ma) These email             
addresses will be used for sending email confirmation links to clients, booking summaries, reminders              
etc. custom emails are offered with most DNS packages and can be connected to any mailing service. 

Computers that are used for the development and management of the operations: Developers             
of the platform will need to have computers with operating systems and an access to the internet in                  
order to do their research about the technologies and How Tos. and install and use the different                 
software development tools. On the other hand, managers will also need computers in order to               
oversight, supervise and manage the operations on the platform. 
 
Currently we have most of the resources available at hand and the other needs will be fulfilled in later                   
phases of the project.  

mailto:no-reply@tuteur.ma
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● We have access to one software developer who has already worked on multiple similar              
projects. But the developer is not familiar with all the tools that will be used in the project and                   
they don’t have experience developing a fully operating fullstack project by themselves.  

● We also have access to multiple internet connected devices and a windows computer for the               
development of the software and access to the internet for use by the developer as a tool to                  
enhance their programming abilities and learn new skills. 

 
We need to be able to complete the development of Tuteur.ma project using the following strategy: 

● We can use the tools that we have acquired already in their past programming experiences               
and projects. Even though it will not be enough. We can use multiple resources that are                
available to us in order to fill their knowledge gap.  

● We will be able to use online tutorials, books and lectures as well as the documentation of the                  
different technologies in order to acquire knowledge about the new technologies that will be              
used. We will also have the freedom to use the technologies that we are most comfortable                
with in order to achieve the objective. We can also apply our acquired knowledge at the same                 
time in order to strengthen it. We also have access to an expert supervisor in the field of                  
Software Development and Internet Technologies who will be able to monitor the progress of              
the project and provide constructive feedback on the different architecture and           
implementation decisions and mistakes. 

 
6.2. Operational Feasibility 
 

The platform will operate first in one city on its beta version until it gets tested and feedback                  
from the users on the usability and improvements is received. When the performance is satisfactory,               
then the platform will be opened to other cities gradually. Another reason for this gradual integration                
is to test the business model and the market adoption of the new software service. This will also                  
decrease the costs of marketing and enable the maximum market penetration in the specific locations.               
The costs will decrease because we will need to hire in only one location. And the advertisement                 
resources will be also concentrated and tailored to the first city. The success in the first city will be a                    
proof of concept to carry on and expand to other locations. 

Tuteur.ma offers high quality one to one tutoring services to our clients, and this will not be                 
possible without having high quality tutors. In the first phase of operations, we will need to hire from                  
5 to 10 tutors in each specific subject. The tutors will be allowed to work for a maximum of 15 hours                     
a week. We will also offer in the beginning only 4 subjects that will be tutored. Mathematics, Physics                  
and Chemistry, Biology and Earth Science, Economics. This specialization will give us an edge in the                
market and make us more noticeable by the clients. The tutors will work as part timers and they will                   
be able to access our website to view their upcoming meetings and confirm them. The clients on the                  
other hand will book tutors on the platform and then be called by our tutors to confirm the meeting                   
time and place. 

For the business to operate efficiently, we will need to adopt a structure in the organization                
such that there will be in every city of operations, A manager who will be a tutor and he will take care                      
of the management of the finances, the tutors’ experience and oversight of the client satisfaction. This                
Manager will lead multiple supervisors that will be organized by specialization. These supervisors             
will take care of hiring and controlling the quality of the services in their specialization. For example,                 
the Mathematics supervisor will take care of hiring mathematics tutors and hold hiring interviews for               
those specific positions. These supervisors will be chosen from the tutors based on multiple criteria               
and will have special privileges in the company. As we grow we can have country wide Directors and                  
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Middle Managers in order to enhance the experience and quality of the clients on the platform and                 
tutors within the organization. 
 
6.3. Economical 
 

The highest cost that will be acquired during the development of the project is the time spent                 
by the developper. Followed by advertising and Marketing expenses using mostly online and some              
offline marketing techniques. The operating cost will be concentrated mainly on marketing strategies             
to acquire new customers. The specific cost per period could vary depending on the market situation.                
The control of the cost variation will be made easy using online advertising platforms like: Facebook,                
Instagram and Google. Although the platform’s main purpose is not profit, it will cover its operational                
expenses using a fixed percentage of every session booked through the website. 

While starting the project, the initial investment that we will need in order create the platform                
and start acquiring clients with the budget to operate for three months will be the following: 
 

 
We are not expecting to profit a lot in the first months of the operations that’s why the goal                   

that we have is to acquire as many clients as possible and at the same time test our platform and adapt                     
to the clients’ needs. On the other hand, we have projected three scenarios for the profits of the next                   
three months. If we hire 10 tutors in each subject we will have 40 tutors on the platform, with each                    
one having the possibility to work for a maximum of 15 hours a week, our platform in the beginning                   
will be able to serve theoretically 600 hours per week. In 3 months or 12 weeks, we can serve                   
theoretically 7200 hours. An optimistic projection will be achieving 50% capacity, a pessimistic             
projection will be achieving 10% capacity, and a realistic projection will be 25% capacity. The hourly                
rate that will be set by the website is 70MAD with 20MAD is for the platform operations and 50MAD                   
for the tutors 
 

Expense  Estimated Value (in MAD) 

Design and Implementation 0 

Hosting 1000 

SSL Certificate 1000 

DNS 500 

Marketing 3000 

Transportation 1000 

Online Events 2000 

Total  8500 

 Pessimistic  Realistic Optimistic 

Hours Tutored Through   
Platform 

720 1,800 3,600 

Revenue (MAD) 50,400 126,000 252,000 
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Even though the analysis of the revenues is oversimplified such that it only takes into               

consideration the capacity of hours that can be achieved using the available human resources. It gives                
a good indicator of the amount of revenues that can be achieved through the implementation of the                 
project since we are considering here a big market which is Fès and where the demand for tutoring at                   
a good price is very high, specifically online tutoring services during the pandemic situation. We               
notice from the tables that even in the pessimistic prediction, we can recover the initial investment                
within the first 3 months. 
 
6.4 Legal 
 

The platform will operate within the Moroccan law for SARL enterprises (Société à             
Responsabilité Limité) and will work with its tutors as part-time workers following the Moroccan Law               
for this type of business. This means that Tuteur.ma will not have any legal obstacles in the Moroccan                  
market. Since the company will be a software company that provides tutoring services for students. It                
will operate using the same legal status as similar companies in the country. 
 
 

7. Software Architecture 
 

Before starting the development of any software project, it is essential to have a bird’s eye                
view on the technologies that will be adopted. We would also like to decide on how they will be                   
connected to each other and communicate using what types of protocols. This will allow the adoption                
of the best practices while implementing the project and spot the bad practices that might happen                
during the development phase. At first, we were thinking of using NodeJs and ExpressJs for the                
backend since we already have experience working with the technologies. But later we found out that                
Learning and using Firebase services will be much faster than using the alternative for the project. 
 
7.1. Physical Architecture Protocols and Software 
 

 
For this application we chose to use a multitier architecture for its higher security and how it preserves                  
data integration. Tuteur.ma will use ReactJS as a front end framework to reduce redundancy in the                
code.It does that by facilitating the division of the User Interface into components that can be used in                  
multiple parts of the application. We will also use Firebase for the application backend so that we can                  
benefit from a faster development speed using their Cloud Services, Firebase Auth, hosting and              
firestore. Firebase implements security by default and has robust services that can be easily added to                
our application. Our React client will communicate with firebase using HTTPS protocol such that              

Tutors Expense (MAD) 36,000 90,000 180,000 

Profit (MAD) 14,400 36,000 72,000 
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firebase functions will be implemented as a Restful API. And this API will communicate with               
firestore database using queries. 
 
7.2. Physical Architecture - Resilient (No SPoF) / Scalable (Serverless Architecture) 
 

 
Firebase services and tools are part of Google Cloud Platform such that they eliminate the               

need to create and manage servers. At the same time, they provide a resilient platform that is scalable                  
and secure. This is done by providing what is called Functions as a Service. Here, the users for the                   
different types of devices get the website front-end pages from Google Cloud Hosting services. After               
receiving the static website. The client starts communicating with Firebase Auth, in order to create               
new accounts and manage authentication of the users. And Firebase Functions that includes all the               
business logic of the application. We can notice that the client does not have access to the database                  
directly and has always to pass by the Firebase functions, this increases security and data integrity of                 
the database. At the same time, Firebase functions allow hiding of the business logic from the client                 
side since anyone can have access to the code of the front end and modify it. Another good thing                   
about it, is that it enables the implementation of a lightweight client and moves most of the processing                  
power’s heavy lifting to the backend instead of the client device. 
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7.3. Software Logical Architecture 
 

 
 
Here we can see how the different technologies and frameworks are logically connected to              

each other. Bootstrap library is used by React components in order to create a responsive User                
Interface that is mobile first as well as adaptable to the user screen. React Router on the other hand                   
uses React Components to create the connection between the different components and renders it as a                
single page web application. In order for React to access the different business services in Firebase                
Cloud Functions, it has to send https requests through Redux so that it remotely calls the different                 
functions that are available for each service the Services are operating as A Restful API, that receives                 
the requests from the client, does A CRUD operation on the database and then responds to the client.                  
React communicates in parallel with firebase Auth in order to use the different authentication              
functions, including login, logout, signup. The latter is also done through Redux. 
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8. Design 
 
8.1. Entities Diagram 
 

 
 

In this diagram we can find all of the different entities that we will need for the database in                   
order for the application to operate optimally. We can see that there is a user entity that englobes all of                    
the users of the platform whether they are tutors or clients. Tutors and clients inherit from the user                  
entity all of its attributes that’s why there is a one to one relationship between them. On the other hand                    
we have the City that is connected to the User because each user has one and only one city. Booking                    
is connected to Tutor and Client in a one to many relationship, and it has a diamond because a                   
booking instance can’t be without the existence of a tutor and client that are involved in the                 
transaction. At the same time a tutor and a client can have many bookings. We can also see that the                    
booking has a diamond sign with the subject entity, that’s because a booking can’t exist without a                 
subject. Assignment on the other hand has a many to one relationship with the subject and tutor                 
entities, that’s because a tutor can teach many subjects and a subject can be taught by many tutors.We                  
notice that both subject and tutor are mandatory for assignment. 
 

● Users: This entity encapsulates all of the users of the application no matter what their role is,                 
that because all of the users of the application will have some similar attributes that can be put                  
in one table and tutors and clients will inherit these attributes and have their role specific                
attributes in their tables 

○ ID (Primary key) 
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○ Email (candidate key) 
○ MobileNumber (candidate key) 
○ Password 
○ Type (parent, student, tutor): this will decide whether the user is a client or a tutor.  
○ CityID (foreign key) 

● Clients: Client inherits the attributes of the user because a client is a type of user 
○ UserID (Foreign key) 
○ HoursBooked: It’s a way to notice the loyalty of the different clients and increase              

customer retention 
○ Status (working, suspended): The default value for status in the client entity is             

working, but depending on the behaviors of the client, they can be suspended if they               
did not respect the guidelines of using the platform 

● Tutors 
○ UserID (Foreign key) 
○ cinNumber (candidate key): The number in the national identification card 
○ AverageRating: The average of the different ratings that are given to a tutor, it is               

stored here so that we don’t have to use processing power to calculate it each time 
○ hoursWorked: The number of hours a tutor has given, it increases their chances of              

being booked and it is a good indicator of expertise of the tutor in their field. It is                  
stored here so that we don’t have to calculate it each time we need it. 

○ Status (applied, working, suspended): here the default value after a tutor applies to             
work in the platform is “applied” this doesn’t give him visibility on the website. The               
tutor has to pass an interview and review of their application before getting             
“working” status that allows them to be visible in the search, and be booked 

 
● Bookings: Booking is the entity that has the information of all booking transactions on the               

website, along with the reviews of the tutors and comments on the clients 
○ ID (Primary key) 
○ Datetime: the date when the client has requested a session with the tutor 
○ ClientId: (foreign key) 
○ TutorId: (foreign key) 
○ SubjectID (foreign key) 
○ SessionLocation (Online, At Home, Public) 
○ Status (pending, confirmed, complete, nonComplete): pending is when the client          

requests the session, the status becomes confirmed when the tutor clicks on confirm.             
After completing the session, the status becomes complete. If something happened           
and the tutoring session did not take place, the status will be incomplete 

○ TotalPrice: The cost that the client will pay for the session 
○ NumberOfTutees (from 1 to 3 tutees): a client can book a session for up to 3 people at                  

the same time 
○ ReviewDate: Date of the review by the client 
○ ReviewComment:  the review by the client  
○ ReviewStars: The stars given to the tutor by the client (out of 5) 
○ TutorComment: Comment on the client by the tutor, these comments are used to             

enhance the customer experience such that the tutors will collaborate on           
understanding the needs of the client better and provide a better service 

○ TutorCommentDate: the date that the tutor has made the comment 
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● Cities: cities table has a list of all of the cities that we are operating in along with the ones that                     
we are. The cities are differentiated by the operating attribute 

○ ID (Primary key) 
○ Name 
○ Country 
○ Operating (Boolean, for if the company is operating in that city) 
○ Transportation fee: each city will have its own transportation fee if the client chooses              

the tutoring at home option. 
● Subjects: this table has all of the subjects that are available in our platform and which are                 

provided by tutors 
○ ID (Primary key) 
○ SubjectName (Maths, Biology, Chemistry, ..etc) 
○ Level(primary school, secondary school, high school, university) 
○ PricePerSession 

● Assignments: Assignments is the bridge table between Subjects and tutors, tutors should be             
able to teach different subjects, on the other hand a subject can be teached by multiple tutors.                 
And assignment connects the two. 

○ ID (Primary key) 
○ SubjectID (Foreign Key) 
○ TutorID (Foreign Key) 
○ Status (pending, verified, rejected): pending is when the tutor has applied to teach a              

certain subject, they get the verified status if they got accepted, and rejected status              
otherwise 

8.2. System Architecture  
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For the front end of the application, we used Flux architecture so that every action from the                 

user before it gets executed, it has to pass by the dispatcher that makes sure that the client side data                    
store and the backend data are always synchronized and consistent. If the user invokes two actions                
concurrently the Dispatcher will let one finish its execution and apply the changes on the store then                 
dispatch the second one. The store is the single source of truth in the client side application and the                   
view gets its information from it and renders the UI using the React DOM. We see here that we are                    
using a light client, such that when the client calls an action, the action remotely calls the specific                  
cloud function that executes the service in the cloud and makes the necessary calls to the database                 
server and then returns the response data using HTTPs. The same thing happens if the action invokes                 
Firebase Auth services but as you can see in the diagram firebase Auth doesn’t need to access the                  
Firestore Database. 
 
8.3 Sequence Diagram  

 

 
This sequence diagram on the other hand shows us the path that a service request goes                

through before rendering the User Interface to the client and making the changes. Here the user is an                  
external player in the system. They interact with our UI and Rest capable clients, this is generally the                  
browser. This UI remotely calls the REST Controller, in this case it is the Firebase Cloud Functions ,                  
which calls by itself the specific business function. The business function has to remotely call the                
Firestore API that makes queries to the Firestore DBMS, the request consecutively returns back until               
it reaches the UI and renders it.  
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9. Implementation details of the solution 

 
We used React-Router library with React in order to make the platform operate as a single                

page web application. What this means is that each time the user clicks on some part of the user                   
interface and tries to navigate to some page, the browser doesn’t have to send a new request to the                   
servers each time and wait for the response. What react-router does using its switch and other                
components is turn the navigation button to a local function instead of a request to the server. And                  
when you click on a button to navigate somewhere, this function is executed and renders the UI                 
locally and without any expensive trips to the servers. This is done because all of the pages and                  
resources in a single page application are loaded at the same time. And this is what enables the                  
seamless experience in the front-end. 

While implementing signup for the clients and apply for a job for tutors, I used to send                 
queries directly from the client. I also had implemented two actions handlers such that each service                
has its own action handler. While I was discussing the implementation progress with my supervisor,               
he pointed out that I have adopted a heavy client architecture without realizing it. And recommended                
to use the right implementation practices. The first implementation had a big security and data               
integrity problem since letting the client change the database directly can go miserably wrong.              
Because any programmer will be able to see and modify the front end code and then make unwanted                  
changes to the data. On the other hand, the new implementation had only one action handler in the                  
frontend, this action handler was createAccount and is used by both client and tutor. This action                
handler sends a request to Firebase Auth, in order to create an auth account, after receiving the                 
response, it calls a create account function that is in the cloud functions, this cloud service receives the                  
data about the new user and depending on whether they are a tutor or a client, it creates the right                    
account for them on the database. It does that by using a variable function that changes depending on                  
the user and that gets executed on every call to create account service. The contents of that function                  
differ depending on the type of user who creates the account. It first checks which type of user is                   
calling it from the user information, after that it runs a conditional statement that fills our custom                 
function with the needed functions and finally returns the results of the new function. 

For a client or a guest to do search, they have to input the different fields in the search                   
component, after that, the search function sends a request to the search cloud function through redux,                
this cloud function takes the data of the search component and executes the query, then the functions                 
sends back the results of the query after receiving them. And they will then be rendered through the                  
user interface. 

The booking service has multiple functions that are related to the booking, as seen in the                
database design, The booking table has also the comments on the clients and the tutor reviews. So the                  
booking service has to take all of that into account. This means that we will need the following                  
functionalities: book a tutor, confirm session, write a review, and write a comment. When a client                
clicks on “Book Tutor” button, we first take the tutor ID from the search query and we fill the rest of                     
the fields of the booking automatically. We get the client ID from Firebase Auth, we get the subject of                   
the session from the search field as well as the location and the student level. After that, a booking                   
summary popup gets displayed to the client and we let them make any modifications to the booking                 
summary and then they can click on “Confirm Booking” that invokes the createBooking function              
through the Redux Action. Then the tutor receives a notification that he has been booked and can                 
either confirm or decline the request. 

Both clients and users have access to account management but the client has more freedom to                
change their information compared to the tutor. The client can change most of the information in his                 
account including his name, email and phone number, the tutors are not able to do that directly and                  
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will have to pass through the admin in order to make these types of modifications. On the other hand,                   
tutors are able to change their biography and profile picture. As well as the information that is not                  
related to their identity on the platform. 
 

10. Technological Enablers 
We wouldn’t have been able to achieve this progress so far in the implementation without using                
multiple technologies that make our life as programmers a lot easier.  
 
10.1. Development Tools 

● VSCode: We used VSCode for code editing the different application files, it was chosen for               
multiple reason including the fact that it has a lot of useful addons that can be used to make                   
shortcuts for repetitive lines and declarations, there is also addons that help with debugging              
before running the code. VSCode enables to spot syntax mistakes while making modifications             
to the code 

● Prettier: Prettier is a very useful and free tool that helps with formatting the code and making                 
it a lot more organized and readable 

● Github: Github was used during the project in order to keep track of the different versions in                 
the development phase and make it easier to roll back in case a a new version had developed a                   
lot of bugs 

● Npm: it is a package manager that makes the installation of the different dependencies,              
whether they are libraries or technologies a lot faster and using simple commands in the               
terminal. 

 
10.2. Client Side Technologies 

● Bootstrap: Bootstrap library by twitter is a very good tool to create fast and intuitive front end                 
components, it has also a bootstrap-react library that is optimized for the use with React and it                 
is the one that was used for this project. 

● React: React is a javascript front-end library and it is regarded by most of the programmers as                 
a framework for its large functionalities, The good thing about react is that it allows the                
programmers the creative freedom in choosing the tools that they will use and doesn’t              
constrain them to a specific tool stack 

● Redux: Redux enables us to have all of the data of the front end application in one place, this                   
removes redundancy and makes the data transport and integrity consistent within the front end 

 
10.3. Server Side Technologies 

● Google Cloud Platform: It allowed us to adopt the serverless architecture by using its very               
intuitive tool packages that make it easy to develop and scale the services. It also provides a                 
lot of generous free services until the application reaches a specific amount of users and then                
the owner of the application will start to pay. 

● Firestore: Firestore provides a NoSQL database that is easy to use and it has the support of                 
Redux and React through multiple libraries. But we preferred calling it only from the backend               
to increase security 

● Firebase functions: Firebase functions provide a function as a service architecture to clients.             
The environment in firebase functions is based on NodeJs where the developers can create              
multiple functions within it that can be either called from the frontend or triggered by a                
specific event in the database 
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11. Conclusions and future perspectives 
 
During this capstone project, I made many mistakes but at the same time, great progress was                

made during the software architecture, design and implementation. Even though the software            
architecture and design are in their final stage, modifications and updates still can be made in order to                  
synchronize between the architecture and the design so that they adapt to the technology stack and its                 
constraints. While implementing the software, I discovered many constraints that were posed by the              
technology stack and which required the design of the software to be modified. Especially for the                
Firestore Firebase that didn’t enable many functions through its APK. For example Table JOIN query               
was not supported within the database and for solving that problem, Google Cloud Platform had               
alternatives that use a different database design pattern. But overall, I learned a lot during this project                 
especially about the best practices of every technology and adapting the technology to the design and                
architecture or vice versa. On the other hand, I think that evaluating the time needed to create a                  
function or a service is still a problem for me, which means that I still spend a lot more time in                     
implementation than I expect. Furthermore, before starting any software project, it is a lot more               
efficient to work on a mock project using the same toolstack and through it understand the ins and                  
outs of the technologies as well as the adaptation of the design and architecture to the former. This                  
will reduce the time spent on the creation and modification of the software design and architecture on                 
your main project. The more complex your main project is, the more important this step is. Another                 
reason for working on a mock project, is that through reading about the different technologies, it can                 
be very easy to miss out on important aspects of the technology, which can affect the implementation                 
of the project and delay it. Complex enterprise level software projects need a lot of organization in                 
order to be maintainable, and this maintainability problem can even occur within the development              
phase, that’s why it is important to adopt the chosen software architecture pattern within the first                
stages of the development.  

Education in the country is still a big problem, Tuteur.ma tries to solve part of it which is the                   
political one mentioned in the STEEPLE analysis, The implementation of the software is still under               
the development and my goal will be to bring it out to life and try to make a change in the country no                       
matter how small it is. My hope is to fix the education in the country from the bottom up and using                     
innovative solutions that are adapted to our resource lacking country. This will not be possible within                
1 year nor 10 year, it is a lifetime project. The only way Morocco can develop and become a country                    
that can be compared to Singapore or at least european countries from the gdp per capita and human                  
development index point of view, will be through a highly educated and ethical population. This will                
be the only way our society can rise up above its problems. 
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APPENDIX  
User Interface: 
 

 
 
Client Side Code: 
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Server Side Code: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 


